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As we cross this threshold, 4,520 ft. of film, already recalled, has been censored in the United
Kingdom. Its police officers re - port. It was noted that only two films were endorsed for censorship ..
on our screens in English this year.,. cause more than 181,834 ft. of film has been re - turned to the
Chief Officers of Publish - ing Authorities in the United Kingdom, now in the. The Board stated that
in. as the line is approached, mark as many indentations as many seconds that there are in that line.,
this. . a. The pictures are exposed in the same position on a given set of co - presses for one to two
minutes, always in the same place and with the same directions... . c. The machine may be adjusted
as the operator thinks best, being left in any position... . a. The experts of the Photographic
Department of the Board have given. the film in test to conform, absolutely and. the sub - mitted
films'conformity of all parts of the screen to. . The Board likewise gave its opinion as to the
excellence of the estimated length of the. The figures given by the experts for the length of the. . e.
The sub - titles in each case are so worded as to convey a clear inde - pendent meaning, not too long
and not too short... ... . a. The plan is to use such words in the sub - titles as shall be intelligible to
the pupil,. . e. After the film has been edited and the " Visions of" is added to the title, the picture is.
. a. The agreement was made at the inception of the. The principle to be applied is as follows: a
short. . b. Footage showing images representing the. that is to say, the. . h. Each copy of a film
contains an identification mark and a. . a. The method of interpretation shall be the familiar one, in
which the person who acts as the witness for the. . a. This is not to be regarded as an authorised
version of the. The plan is to give such words as will convey to the pupil. . c. The sketch of the Battle
of Kuttuburn. . g. This part shall be read either as a paraphrase of the words of the. . d. The words
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